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PURPOSE

AND

MATURE

OF THE FRACTICUM

PURPOSE AND NATURE OF j[HE PRACTICUH

The purpose of this practicum in school administration was to
give the student, interested in becoming a school administrator, a
chance to go out into the field and observe a successful principal
at work*

This is a new program designed to help in a more practical

way toward preparing the neophyte in school administration for a
future administrative position.
This report is not a thesis or a problem; it does not attempt
to prove or disprove anything*

It is based entirely on the writer* s

observations made twice a week from February to May, 1958, of the
administration of the John J* lynch Junior High School in Holyoke,
Massachusetts by Mr. Frank Murphy, its principal.
The writer has not attempted to cover the complex and many
faceted field of school administration*

Instead he has tried to

bring together the more salient points of how the Lynch School is
run.

Any future applicability to other schools is naturally

limited, due to the nature of the report and the many different
variables present in each particular school.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Holyoke is pre-eminently an industrial city, advantageously
located in the fertile section of the Connecticut valley in the midst
of the most productive agricultural communities of New England*
The city was first known for its textile manufacturing, then it
developed as a paper making center.

This was due to the fact that

Holyoke had the necessary ingredients for paper making, namely water
1
power, wood pulp, and rag scrap from the textile mills,
Holyoke is
now known throughout the world as the "Paper City,"

In a 1933 survey

by the Mount Holyoke College Statistics Department it was found that
2
paper manufacturing contributed one-third of all products of value.
The population of Holyoke is set at 53,750 by the 1955 state
census, the predominant nationalities in the order of their immigra3
tion being Irish, Polish and German,
At one time the population
was centered in the so-called "peninsular" section of the city,
characterized by tenement type housing in close proximity to the
mills and factories.

The western section of the city was rural in

nature and thinly populated.

.

1

Holyoke Directory of Streets and Information, Everett, Interstate
2.Publishing Company, 1956,
6.
Scanlon, Anna W,, History of Holyoke, 1939, "Holyoke Public
3*Schools," p,35.
National Blue Guide, 1953, LaCrois Corporation, Holyoke, p.7.
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Since the 1940's the population itself has grown very little*
However there has been a decided shift in the number attending
school from the eastern to the western sections of the city.^
Housing developments have sprung up in the western section which
mirror the general national trend toward suburbanization*
A direct outcome of this shift in population has been the
building of the John J* lynch Junior High School to take care of
the increased enrollment*

The school district served by the lynch

School is almost entirely residential in nature and of mixed ethnic
groups.

It is considered upper middle class economically and socially,

with most of the professional people in the city living in this
section*

This upper middle class influence reflects itself in the

general intelligence and deportment of the students of the lynch
School*
The lynch School is comparatively neitf, built in 1953, and is
very well preserved#

The total enrollment of students at the present

time is six hundred and twenty-six, with a staff of thirty teachers.

4*

Annual Report of the School Department of Holyoke* 1955*
Doyle Printing Company* pp. 14-15.

PROGRAM AMD FACILITIES

PROGRAM AND FACILITIES

The junior high school is a school whose program and facilities
are designed to meet the needs, interests and abilities of early
adolescents*
The best current thinking concerning the functions to be served
by the junior high school have been incorporated in the following
statementss
FUNCTION I.

INTEGRATION,

To provide learning experiences in which pupils may use
the skills, attitudes, interests, ideals, and understandings
previously acquired in such a way that they will become co¬
ordinated and integrated into effective and wholesome pupil
behavior.
To provide for all pupils a broad, general, and common
education in the basic knowledges and skills which will lead
to wholesome, well integrated behavior, attitudes, interests
ideals and understandings*
FUNCTION II.

EXPLORATION.

To lead pupils to discover and explore their specialized
interest^ aptitudes, and abilities as a basis for decisions
regarding educational opportunities*
To lead pupils to discover and explore their specialised
interests, aptitudes, and abilities as a basis for present
future vocational decisions.
To stimulate pupils and provide opportunities for them to
develop a continually widening range of cultural, social,
civic, avocational, and recreational interests.
FUNCTION III.

GUIDANCE.

To assist pupils to make
educational activities and
to make future educational
To assist pupils to make

intelligent decisions regarding
opportunities and to prepare them
decisions.
intelligent decisions regarding

10

present vocational opportunities and to prepare them to
make future vocational decisions*
To aslist pupils to make satisfactory mental, emotional
and social adjustments in their growth toward wholesome,
well adjusted personalities*
To stimulate and prepare pupils to participate as
effectively as possible in learning activities, so that they
may reach the maximum development of their personal powers
and qualities.
FUNCTION IV.

SOCIALIZATION*

To provide increasingly for learning experiences designed
to prepare pupils for effective and satisfying participation
in the present complex social order.
To provide increasingly for learning experiences designed
to prepare pupils to adjust themselves and contribute to
future developments and changes in that social order.
FUNCTION V. DIFFERENTIATION.

To provide differentiated educational facilities and
opportunities suited to the varying backgrounds, interests,
aptitudes, abilities, personalities, and needs of pupils,
in order that each pupil may realize most economically and
completely the ultimate aims of education.
FUNCTION VI. ARTICULATION.
To provide a gradual transition from pre-adolsecent
education to an educational program suited to the needs
and interests of adolescent boys and girls.
Program and Facilities of the John J. Lynch Junior High School—Let
us briefly examine these programs of study at the lynch School in
light of the six functions of the junior high school, omitting pur¬
posely the extra-curricular program which will be dealt with in a
separate chapter.

Gruhn and Douglas, The Modem Junior High School. New York, The
Ronald Press Company, 19$<5* VIII & 421* PP* 31-32.

•
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The Time Schedule of Classes and Program of Studies for the
seventh, eighth and ninth grades of the John I>« Lynch Junior High
School follow:
Doors open
Warning bell
Opening Exercises
and Penmanship
Passing bell
First Period
End of 1st Period

Sr30
3:40

Passing time:

8:45
8:58
9s 00
9*44

Class time:

Second Period
End of 2nd Period
Third Period
End of 3rd Period

9s48
10:32
10:36
11:20

Fourth Period or
First Lunch
End of 1st Lunch
Second Lunch
End of 4th Period

11:24
11:48
12:07
12:31
12:35
1:19
1:23
2:10
2:14
2:15
2:30

44 minutes

First Lunch 11:24 - Ur48
Second Lunch
Lunch Time:

Fifth Period
End of 5th Period
Sixth Period
End of 6th Period
Forming Lines
Dismissal
Last Bell

4 minutes

12:07 - 12:31
24 minutes

-
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JOHN J. LYNCH SCHOOL
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS •
Junior I - Required
English .......

5

Reading & Literature.

e

Mathematics .
Social Studies

Junior II - Required

2
5

• . •

e

5

Science .

3

Art.

2

Household Arts • • • e
Industrial Arts

2

English .
Reading and Literature • e
Mathematics.
Social Studies ....
Science .
Household Arts ). . . .
•
Industrial Arts)
Music .
Art.
Physical Education . . e e
Assembly or Activity . e e
Total

. e

•

5
2
5
5
2
2
1
1
2
1
26

Electives
Hygiene .

1

Music.

2

Physical Education

• •

2

e

1

•

30

Assembly or Activity
Total

.

.

Latin .
French .
Household Arts ....
Industrial Arts ....
Type.
Chorus ..... . . .
Art.
Total .

4
4
2
2
2
2
2
•

•

Junior III
Electives

Required
English

5

.

Mathematics )
or
) . . . .
Algebra
)

Latin or French

....

4

Industrial Arts

....

2 or 4

Household Arts

.... 2 or 4

5
Jr.Business Training.

Social Studies )
or
)
Ancient History )

.

General Science

•

•

•

•

#

•

4

4
Typewriting

4

......

2

4

Personal Typewriting

.

2

Newswriting.

2

Music.

1

Chorus..

•

2

1

Instrumental Music

.

.22

Music Appreciation

Health

.

•

•

Assembly or Activity
Total

.

•

•

Art..

.

.

.

.

.2

e

e

e

e

2

•

e

2

or

Total tit

3
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The lynch School attempts to meet the problem of Articulation
through their gradual inclusion of elective subjects*

In elementary

school there are no electives while in high school it is usually
necessary to elect your course of study and also elect particular
subjects within that particular course.

The seventh grade program

at lynch has a required program for the full thirty periods, there¬
fore no electives.

The eighth grade has twenty-six required periods

and four elective periods.

The ninth grade has thirteen hours of

required subjects, nine hours of restricted electives, and eight
hours of free electives.

Thus an easy transition from elementary

to high school is acliieved.
Exploration is striven for in the lynch School by their varied
required course content and by the range of their elective subjects.
Such subjects as Household and Industrial Arts, Business Training,
French and Latin, and Newswriting are certainly exploratory in
nature.

The varied extra-curricular program also contributes a

great deal toward further exploring student interests and abilities.
Integration is provided at the lynch School by their required
course content.

In all three grades English, mathematics, science,

social studies, music and physical education provide a broad base
of common learning for all students.
Socialization has been achieved to a great extent by the extra¬
curricular program of the Lynch School.

I shall discuss this more

-

fully in a later chapter*

14
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Socialization is also attained to some

degree in the actual classroom situation by employing group and
project type activities.
The problem of Differentiation has been met by eliminating
departmentalization in the Lynch School and by the wide variety of
courses offered.

At one time a student had to select a particular

course of study as early as the eighth grade, in which he must
remain, and outside of which he could not choose electives.
was a definite obstruction to differentiation.

This

The Lynch School

believes that students should be free to explore their individual
needs and therefore has done away with separate courses of study.
It is now possible for a student taking Latin and algebra to elect
subjects such as industrial arts or typing.
Guidance at the lynch School is under the direction of a girls*
guidance counselor and a boys* guidance counselor.

These counselors,

by group testing, individual testing and personal conferences strive
to help the students in their educational and avocational problems.
The varied program of the lynch School naturally needs a build=
ing that is specifically designed to meet the requirements of that
program.

The floor plans showing the facilities which compose the

Lynch School are Shown on pages
Let us briefly look at the physical make-up of the lynch
School—
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JOHN J. LYNCH SCHOOL
ROOM PUN

FIRST FLOOR

Telephone

Room
101

102
103

SECOND FLOOR

Mr, Donnelly-Industrial Arts
Mr* Nolan-Industrial Arts
Miss McHugh-Art

n

Room

Telephone

201

Mr, Purrington-Music

15

202

Miss Dunn-Jr, I

28

203

Miss Hogan-Jr. I

27

204

Mr. 7hwing-Jr. I

26

205

Mrs. Hassan-Jr. I

25

li
12

Office
Miss Sullivan-Jr, III
Typewriting

34

105

Miss Burkhardt—Library

32

2Q4A

Mr. Coughlin-Jr. I

44

104A

Mr. 0*Neil-Jr. IH

a

205A

Miss Mlller-Jr I

45

105A

Mr. Mulvaney-Jr.III

42

206

Mss Keough-Jr. II

25

106

Miss Griffin-Jr. Ill

31

206A

Miss Louise Shea-Jr. I

46

106A

Miss Moriarty-Jr. Ill

43

207

Miss Leary-Jr. II

23

107

Miss Helen Sheair'-Jr. Ill

20

208

Miss Bach-Jr. II

22

108

Women Teachers

209

Mr. Lynch-Jr. II

21

109

Foods Laboratory
Miss Cramer

29

211

Mr. Evans-Jr. II
Science

16

no

Clothing Laboratory
Miss DdLLlon

n

212

Miss O’Connor-Jr. II

10

213

Miss Daly- Jr. II

19

2n

Miss Daly-Guidance

17

215

Health Suite

18

216

Mr. Leary-Guidance

218

Men Teachers

219

Publications

221

Girls’ Gymnasium

222

Boys’ Gymnasium

104

112

in
118

Cafeteria
Mrs. Damon’s Office
Girls’ Locker Room

37

Mr. Hiersche’3 Office
Boys’ Locker Room

36

-
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There are sixteen regular classrooms equipped with movable
units of desks and chairs, adequate bulletin boards and chalkboards,
work tables in the rear of the rooms, Venetian blinds opaque enough
to permit use of most audio-visual equipment.

The classrooms were

purposely made smaller than usual to try and insure classes of under
thirty pupils.
There are three science rooms.

All are equipped with experiment

demonstration tables at the front of the room which have water and
gas outlets.

One zoom is set up with

arm chairs in amphitheatre

type arrangement; the other two have movable chairs with work tables.
There are two household arts rooms.

One is a foods room,

designed for cooking and equipped with seven gas ranges and kitchen
type sinks.

The other is a clothing room, equipped with twelve

sewing machines.
There are two industrial arts rooms.

One is a graphic art room

equipped with manual printing presses and hand tools.

The other is

a general shop equipped with a good assortment of power equipment
and tools.
There is an art room equipped with a sink, movable chairs, and
desks with raisable tops.
The typing room is equipped with thirty-five standard typewriters.
The amphitheatre type music room is equipped with a grand piano.
Included in the school are two guidance offices, one for girls,
one for boys; health quarters which consist of a large examining room,
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a doctor's office, and two dressing rooms; a spacious library which
contains over eight hundred and fifty books, with movable chairs and
work tables; and an auditorium with a seating capacity of six hundred
and twenty-five*
included.

A large well equipped stage and grand piano are

The cafeteria, with a seating capacity of three hundred and

twenty-five students, is equipped with a kitchen for serving hot meals.
In the gymnasium there is a full length basketball floor and a
seating capacity of six hundred.

The gym can be divided into two

parts by a portable door; on each side space for cross court basket¬
ball is thus available.

Locker, shower, and visiting team facilities

are available for both boys and girls.
Adjacent to the school is an outdoor area consisting of a base¬
ball diamond, two tennis courts, and room for two softball fields.

COMMENTS:

According to Gruhn and Douglas the junior high school

program and facilities should meet the needs, interests, and abilities
of adolescents.

In meeting these needs, interests, and abilities they

listed six functions that a good junior high school should carry out.
At the Lynch School in Holyoke the five functions of integration,
differentiation, articulation, socialization, and exploration are more
than adequately met by their diversified program and the excellent
facilities afforded their students.
ness in the area of guidance.

However, there is a decided weak¬

20

At the junior high eehool level, more than at any other level,
the number and seriousness of personal problems among pupils makes
it exceedingly important that there be adequate provision for personal

6
guidance*

It is important, therefore, to make ample provision for

such conferences* The guidance program will be lacking in effective¬
ness until adequate time for guidance conferences is available dur~
7
ing the school day.
The guidance counselors* problem is complicated by the fact
that there say be several hundred pupils for each specialist.

With

such a pupil load, the specialists devote their time to those pupils
who are considered problem oases.
If a guidance staff has not had sufficient formal training,
the improvement in the qualifications of the staff should lead to more
8

effective guidance activities in the junior high school.
The lynch School's guidance program is carried on by two parttime guidance counselors.

The girls' guidance counselor teaches social

studies besides her guidance work while the mens' guidance counselor
teaches two courses in English, is in charge of the yearbook and acts
as assistant prihoipal.
With a student enrollment of over six hundred, most of the
counselors' time is necessarily devoted to group testing and group

.

6

.

Gruhn and Douglas, Op, olt., p, 235*

8

Ibid,, p. 261.

T.

Ibid., p, 387.
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guidance.

Personal guidance consists usually of the problem

cases of the school and these cases are handled by the counselors
whenever they can fit them into their crowded schedules*
Neither counselor has had adequate formal guidance training
to classify as a specialist in this field*

Their appointments in

the guidance field were predicated by the sympathy and understanding
they evidenced as classroom teachers*

Their specialized course

work in guidance consists of having taken several general guidance
or psychology courses*
The lynch School needs to critically evaluate their present
guidance program*

I recommend that if the present individuals are

to continue as guidance counselors that they both be required to
take sufficient specialized guidance courses in order to qualifty th em
for classification as guidance counselors*

I further recommend that

the guidance counselors teaching load be reduced so they have suf¬
ficient time to carry out an effective guidance program*

•i
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

School administration is accomplished in a variety of ways
throughout the country*

Generally, however, administration can be

broken down into three types:

The autocratio or authoritarian, the

laissee fairs, and the democratic*

Let us look at each type

separately*
In the autocratic type of school administration the administrator
serves as a sort of dictator over his school or school system.

He does

not confer with his co- workers on the making or execution of his policy*
He directs his followers by dictating one step at a time and seems to
take particular satisfaction from keeping them ignorant of what he is
doing or where he is going*

If he holds a meeting of the school

employees Its purpose is to give orders, not to talk things over and
to obtain suggestions*

He interprets any disagreement with his views

as the result of Ignorance or as a proof of insubordination*
The lalssez fairs leader lets teachers do as they please*
allows complete freedom of individual decision*

He

He directs in no way,

\

but simply makes it clear that his advice is available if it is desired*
He seldom praises or offers criticism*
In contrast to the dictatorial approach of the autocratic
leader and the obviously ineffective approach of the lalssez fairs
leader we are presented with the golden mean—democratic leadership*

-
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In the democratic type of administration the school official con¬
ceives his duty to be to serve as leader among his co-workers, not
as their dictator.

In this form of leadership all policies are a

matter of group discussion and decision, encouraged and assisted by
the leader.

When technical advice is called for, the leader suggests

several alternatives which his followers either accept or reject.
The leader attempts to be objective in his praise and criticism.
Leadership is not a matter of a few words or a few processes,

6
but a highly complex and involved subject.
Administration in the Lynch Junior Higfo School is not a clear
4

cut example of any of the foregoing types.
grated combination of all three types.

It is more a well inte¬

If it could be classified it

perhaps wou^d come under the heading of an auto-democratic type of
administrator.

The principal has been a junior high school principal

for over thirty years and has formed his own philosophy of what junior
high school education should consist of.

He therefore naturally wants

his school to strive for certain objectives.
»

i

•

• •

The principal lets his teachers know his philosophy in talks
with them and in his daily practices.

He backs his teachers as far

as possible in any disputes and tries to be fair at all times.

His

teachers realize that what he says he means and try to please him,
i

which might be classified as being somewhat authoritarian.

9*
Bartky, John A., Administration as Educational Leadership.
Stanford University Press, 1956, pp. 14*15*

*
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In the teachers* meetings and other relations with teachers he
uses the democratic method as much as he considers feasible.'
The principal has changed his philosophy and adapted his program
to fit the changing educational thinking as it has occurred*

He has

studied new methodology and concepts and arrived at new conclusions
if the evidence warranted it*
In the case of parents and the general public the principal
recognizes the importance of good public relation and realizes that
he can*t be too dogmatic*

He tries to be as tactful as possibley

especially when dealing with irate parents who have children with
low learning potential that won*t admit it to themselves.
In his handling of pupils the principalapproaches the authori¬
tarian type of school administrator.

In minor problems he usually

lets the offender know that such behavior will not be tolerated and
if this behavior persists he will have to find another school to go
to.

In more serious problems he first listens to all sides of the

problem and then decides where the blame should fall.

Usually he

confers with the guidance counselor to determine the type of correc¬
tive action that should be taken.

COMMENTS:

I believe the administration of the Lynch School is

handled well by the principal.

However, I feel that in some in-

26

stances he is too autocratic in his handling of faculty and pupils.
This is perhaps due to the fact that he his been a junior high school
principal for over thirty years and in that time he has formed his
own administrative and educational philosophy.

The turn over of

staff members at the Lynch School is quite small with over half of
his staff having worked under him for many years.

The' know his

philosophy, so unconsciously accept and reflect his educational be¬
liefs.
A few junior high school administrators and faculties have
taken the position that junior high school pupils are too young to have
an effective student council.
truth.

Nothing could be further from the

The number of junior high schools with student councils is

increasing and the councils are assuming an increasing amount of re¬
sponsibility for pupil affairs in those schools where thev already
10
exist.
A student council exists at the Lynch School not because it
is genuinely desired and supported by the administration but more
because it is generally accepted that there should be one in every
junior high school.

The council is given minor, unimportant tasks,

with no responsibility attached to them.

The principals philosophy

is, "No one, especially students, is gsing to run my school for me."

10.
Gruhn and Douglas, Op. cit.. p. 301.

Supervision, which depends for its success upon the authority
of the supervisor or upon his assumed knowledge of superior teaching
methods and techniques, leads to a situation that stunts growth*
Applied to supervision, the democratic ideal does not condone the
imposition of the will of the supervisor upon the teacher*

Inherent

in the democratic concept of supervision is the idea of co-operation

11
of teachers and supervisors upon the problem of improving instruction*
In teachers1 meetings at the lynch School, although run with
a democratic appearance, the principal interjects his opinions in
such a way that the teachers know he definitely wants the matter
under discussion resolved in a partciular way*

Rather than make an

issue of it, especially when many of the older teachers unquestionably
accept his views, the teachers usually vote the solution they realize
he wants*
One of the younger staff members quoted to this writer,
WI try and stay out of his way and don't bother him and in turn he
doesn't bother me*11
Serious disciplinary cases at the lynch School are few*

How¬

ever, I believe the principal overdoes using the threat of dismissal
from school for a punishment of minor offenders*

I would be afraid

that in time this threat would become empty through overuse*
In regard to the more serious disciplinary problems, the
principal felt that those cases were private problems for the Lynch

11

*

Adams and Dickey, Basic Principles of Supervision* American Book
Company, New York, 1953, PP* l-£o*
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School, so unfortunately, I was unable to observe the handling of
these more delicate matters*
Although the lynch School is rim smoothly by the principal,
I believe the principal should include more of the true democratic
'

'

\

concept in his administration and educational philosophy than he now
does*

29

SUPERVISION

Who is a supervisor?

Any offioial leader, superintendent of

schools, principal, department head, or staff officer is a supervisor*

12
All spend their time seeking to improve the instructional program*
At one time supervision was a directing and judging activity*

In

the 1910* s and 1920's the writing recommended directing, telling and
checking up to see whether or not people had done as they were directed*
In the 1930*8 emphasis was on "democratic supervision*w

But a survey

of the literature reveals that this tern meant a type of manipulation
in which teachers were to be treated kindly and maneuvered into doing
what the supervisor wanted to do all along*

In the 1940* a some writers

described supervisions as a cooperative enterprise with all the people
in a school supervising each other*
This whole transition has taken place in the literature on super-*
vision during a thirty-five year period*

Persons working today as

supervisors may have been trained under any of these theories of
supervision, or even under all*
Teachers have become confused about the meaning of supervision
because they encounter all three methods in the supervisors they know,
and even a Dr* Jekyll-Mr* Hyde pattern of inconsistency in the same
13
supervisor*

.

12

13.

Jacobson and others. The Effective School Principal. New York,
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1954, XXII ft 617, p. 114.
Wiles, Kimball, Supervision for Better Schools, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, Prentice Hail, Inc*, 195^, XIV & 399, pp. 5,6.
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Supervision, according to some theorists, should be divorced
from administration in order to attain its goals*

However, this is

not true in Holyoke, at least on the junior high school level*
Supervision in the lynch Junior High School*

At the lynch

School the burden of supervision falls on the shoulders of an already
over-burdened principal*

The principal*s routine administrative

duties are so demanding that the time left for actual supervision,
of the classroom visitation type, is very limited#
He

does make classroom visits occasionally*

He tries to visit

new teachers* or substitute teachers' rooms and help them adjust to
any difficulties they may encounter*

The principal also visits

classrooms if he observes or is told about either a strength or a
weakness that he should be aware of*

Oftentimes teachers who are

having trouble with a specific area or know that they are weak will
ask to be observed with a view toward improving their effectiveness*
The principal feels that he, as the general policy maker of
the school, sets the general atmosphere which prevails in the school*
He feels one of the important jobs of the principal as supervisor is
to foster good morale in the school among teachers and pupils alike*
The principal dispatches his supervision in a variety of ways
other than the formal visit*

He has a say in what is taught by

having the choice of text books cleared through him*

He arranges

for every new teacher to meet with one of the older teachers in his

- 31 -

same field prior to the opening of school.

At this time the veteran

teacher answers any questions the neophyte might have regarding the
philosophy of the school, what should be taught, and the best way
that the subject should be taught.
The principal also feels that by talking informally with small
groups concerning their methods quite a bit of supervision is pain¬
lessly injected.

He is also of the opinion that the citywide

curriculum meetings conducted this year help in supervising what is
taught,
The following are some of the particular practices that the
principal of the lynch School has done in the last year of a super¬
visory natures
He suggested that the problem unit approach in social studies
be set up.
He observed the mass penmanship class in the auditorium and
found the teacher having to write on the board a great deal and
consequently do much of her lecturing with her back to the students,
\

The students therefore were not paying attention and many toward
the rear of the auditorium could not see the letters on the black¬
board,

The principal suggested that the teacher utilize the opaque

projector to show the letters, which would enable the teacher to
keep the glass's attention and also keep them working steadily.
In regard to the dancing classes which are given, the principal
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had to docldo how much teaching should go on, how much social
dancing, and what types of dances should be allowed*
The newswriting class was originally made up with the intention
of preparing the school newspaper and yearbook.

The principal found,

however, that there was often very little for the class to do, so had
to require other activities be included in the course*
Last year the principal asked the best teacher in each subject
area to be head of a local committee whose purpose was to make a
course of study for the Lynch School*

He feels that by having these

exceptional teachers in charge of outlining a course subsequent
teachers will benefit from their philosophies and practices*

COMMENTS t

Supervision at the lynch School is handled as well as

can be expected by the principal*

As I noted previously, the principal

is already overburdened with administrative duties and the amount of
time he is able to spend on supervision is limited*
He does take an active interest in everything going on in the
school and attempts, whenever the occasion arises, to improve the
instructional program*

The principal* s educational philosophies and

suggestions are held in high esteem by his faculty and are given a
great deal of weight by them*

He utilizes the older, more experienced

teachers very well to help perform some of the supervisory jobs*
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I feel he should make more classroom visitations but here
again the time in which he has to do this is limited.

However,

I believe that it would be wise for Holyoke to look into the
possibility of hiring full time supervisors on the junior high
school level with a view toward improving the job being done in
the classroom.
I question whether many teachers are prone to ask help in a
weak area from the administrator of the school.

It seems to me that

most teachers would hesitate bringing a weakness to the attention of
the person who oftentimes is responsible for hiring and firing them.
This is another reason why Holyoke should employ supervisors
divorced from the administration.
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SCHEDULING

Scheduling, for the school administrator, is oftentimes a
laborious, time consuming and frustrating job*

However, every

school principal must work out a functional schedule each year to
insure a smoothly operating school*
There are two commonly accepted methods of scheduling prevalent
todays

The group or block method, and the mosaic method.
The group method is useful for junior high schools where very

little student election is allowed.

Briefly, this method consists

in determining the number of groups of students taking the same
combination of subjects and dividing them into the required number
of sections.

The pupils in each group are assigned to classes at

different periods in the day.

The required subjects are arranged

by the group method and the elctive classes are distributed by the
mosaic method.
The mosaic method consists of placing class sections on the
schedule where the schedule maker hopes or thinks there will be the
14
fewest conflicts for the individual pupils.
One of the trends in junior high schools today is toward having
homeroom teachers teach their own sections at least once per day—
preferably twice a day besides their regular homeroom period, thereby
cutting down the pupil to teacher ratio.

14.
Op. clt.» Jacobson and others, pp. 76-79.
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SECTION FOR NEXT YEAR
HOLYOKE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PROGRAM OF STUDIES - JOHN J. LYNCH SCHOOL
1958-1959
JUNIOR II
REQUIRED SUBJECTS:

No. of Periods
Per Week
English (Lang,&Comp.).
Reading & Literature.
Mathematics.
Social Studies...
Science.
H ousehold Arts (girls).
Industrial Arts (boys).
Music...
Art.
Physical Education...
Assembly.

5
2
5
5
2
2
2
1
1
2
1

Total.26
ELECTIVE SUBJECTS: (Choose 4 periods of work.) Pupils who elect Latin or
French should have at least a "B" average in Junion I English.
Please
number electives 1,2,3*4,5,6, in the order of choice.
Latin...

4 Periods.

French.

4 Periods.

Household Arts.

2 Periods.

Industrial Arts.

2 Periods ...•••

Typewriting.

2 Periods.

Art.....

2 Periods ..

Total.

4

Parents are asked to sign and return this blank as soon as possible.
GENERAL AVERAGE.

PUPIL'S NAME_

ENGLISH AVERAGE.

PARENT*S SIGNATURE_

FRENCH AVERAGE.

TEACHER'S APPROVAL__

I. Q.

CONDUCT AVERAGE_
June 1958
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SECTION FOR NEXT YEAR
HOLYOKE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

JR. Ill PROGRAM OF STUDIES
REQUIRED SUBJECTS:

Periods
Per Week

English .
General Science.
Music.
Physical Education.
Assembly..

5

JOHN J. LYNCH SCHOOL 1953-59
RESTRICTED ELECTIVES:
Periods
Choose one from each group. Per Week

4

- ( General Mathematics OR
( Algebra («B» Av.in Math.)

5_
5 _

1
2
1

2((Civics OR..

4_
4_

Total.13

( Ancient History ...

nr~

Total.

OTHER ELECTIVES: Every pupil must elect at least one four-period subject.
Instead of checking your choices please number all elective subjects
1,2,3*4,5 or 6 in the order of preference. A total of eight periods
will be approved.
Periods
Latin ("B" Average in English).... 4_
French ("B" Average in Ehglish)..•••••• _
Junior Business Training.
__
Typewriting......
„_
Typewriting for Personal Use.2 ___
Industrial Arts (Boys)...2 ____
Industrial Arts (Boys)...........
4___
Household Arts (Girls and Boys)....
2_
Household Arts (Girls).
4_
News Writing Class ("B" Average in English).2 ___
Art.
2_
Art..
4 ___
Glee Club.2_
Instrumental Music.
2_

4
4
4

Total.... 3
NOTE: A pupil who is planning to attend college should choose Algebra and
Ancient History. He should also elect Latin or French if he has done
satisfactory work in either language in Junior II, Parents are asked
to return this election form as soon as possible.
_MATHEMATICS AVERAGE

PUPIL'S NAME_

_ FOREIGN LANGUAGE AVERAGE

PARENT'S SIGNATURE _

_ TYPEWRITING AVERAGE

TEACHER'S APPROVAL _

_ ENGLISH AVERAGE

CONDUCT AVERAGE _

_ GENERAL AVERAGE

I. Q. _
June 1953
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Scheduling In the Lynch Junior High.

The lynch School handles

scheduling in the following way:
Election Blanks (pages 31 and 32 ) are given to each student,
usually around March, for him to take home and from which to select
his next year's program of studies*

Pupils are encouraged to talk

over any problems or questions they might have regarding their program
with their homeroom or guidance teachers*
Individual Tabulation Sheets are given each teacher with common
combinations of electives written on them by the school secretary.
The directions for filling out these tabulation sheets follow:
NOTICE TO TEACHERS
In filling out the Election Tabulation sheet Junior I and
Junior II teachers are requested to follow the directions listed
below:
1,

Use pencil to facilitate later changes,

2.

Write in number of boys, girls and total in the appropriate
columns.

3*

In the spaces below the total write the names of the pupils
electing the subject or subjects (keeping boys and girls
separate)*

4*

The first initial and last name will be sufficient*

On the Junior I Tabulation Sheet, in the ’'Latin1’ and "French''
column, the pupils average in English should be written
beside the name*

-

5.
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On the Junior II Tabulation Sheet, in the "Algebra" column,
the arithmetic average should be written beside the name.

6.

In cases of combinations not appearing on the Tabulation
Sheet new columns may be used or the headings may be changed
on some of the present columns for which there are no
elections•

?•

For the purposes of these reports the term "Practical Arts"
is considered to include both Industrial Arts for boys ahd
Household Arts for girls.

8.

All necessary steps should be taken to get the pupils* elec¬
tion sheets back promptly so that these tabulations may be
returned to the office as soon as possible.

Cases where

blanks cannot be returned for an unreasonable length of time
should be referred to the office.
9*

If any pupils are not going to be here next year this
information whould be written out in full on the tabulation
sheet.

10.

Teachers are requested to exercise extreme care in filling
out this tabulation sheet.

Please check to see that the

figures are correct and that the totals check with the number
in your room.

Before the tabulation is turned in to the

office please read this direction sheet once more to see that
all directions have been followed.
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The school secretary checks the teachers* tabulation sheets
against their election blanks in the office before making up the
master tabulation sheet showing the total number of students en¬
rolled in the various required and elective courses.
From these totals of pupil electives the principal is able to
see how many sections are required in each subject.

He knows how

many teachers he has and what subjects each one teaches.

He then

makes up sections and they report by section except during elective
periods.

In making up section programs the required sections are

put in first so there are no conflicts and teachers won*t end up
having two classes at the same time.
In setting up the schedule of classes the ninth grade is set
up first, then the eighth grade, and finally the seventh grade; the
reason for this being that the ninth grade program, because of their
many electives, is most difficult to make up, followed in descending
order by the eighth and seventh grades.
One caution the principal emphasized in scheduling was that care
should be taken not to attempt something mathematically Impossible,
such as trying to schedule seven classes in a six-period day.

He

feels that one of his more difficult problems is when a teacher
teaches in both the eighth and ninth grades.

When a conflict arises

involving one of these teachers, oftentimes a chain reaction is set
/

«■

off that throws the whole program of scheduling off.

•
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As far as teacher scheduling is concerned, the principal
aims at having teachers assigned twenty-five periods per week*
Included in these twenty-five periods are such duties as cafeteria
duty and music duty*
per week*

This leaves teachers with five free periods

The principal attempts to space these free periods evenly

in the week*
In actually setting up sections for the ninth grade, three sec¬
tions are grouped.

One section is top Latin students also taking

algebra, ancient history, and typing two periods*

The second section

is grouped by all those taking algebra, ancient history, and typing
two periods.

The third section is grouped with those electing four

periods of typing.

This is done so typing can be scheduled at times

other than regular elective periods.

The rest of the students are

grouped heterogeneously.
In the ninth grade there are three sections in which the pupils
have common electives so they can make an elective class by themselves*
This makes it possible to schedule an elective subject outside of the
regular elective periods*

Thus the principal is able to utilize

teachers who donft teach elective subjects and special rooms like
the typing room.
In grouping the eighth grade sections, one section is made of
those academically talented students taking Latin and French; the
second section is the top Latin group; the third section is every-
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body taking two periods of typing.

The rest of the students are

grouped heterogeneously.
In the seventh grade grouping, one section of top French stu¬
dents is grouped.
students.

The second section is the remainder of the French

The rest of the students are grouped heterogeneously.

According to some theorists there should also be homogeneous
grouping in the lowest group.

The principal has two valid reasons

for not grouping these students.
enough.

First, the sections aren*t small

There are two hundred and thirty-eight pupils in grade

eight, divided into seven sections, making it physically impossible
to make small sections.
be unmanageable.

He feels a bottom section that large would

The second reason is that most of the trouble

makers are in the bottom section.

The principal believes in putting

two or three problem cases in each section.
He tries to equate the number of boys and girls in each section,
primarily because sections double up in such subjects as physical
education and practical arts.
A problem arises when there is a good teacher in a particular
subject.

The principal believes in utilizing these good teachers

as much as possible even though they may not have their own section
as much as they should.

He feels that more good would be done for

the school and the pupils by utilizing the teachers in this way.
Sometimes parents will request that their children be put in
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with certain teachers.

-

If it is at all possible the principal

tries to oblige, for he feels that it is good public relations
to do so.
After the schedules of classes and teachers are made out,
individual programs are made out for the eighth and ninth grades.
On the eighth and ninth grade programs only the elctives and
limited electives are filled in.
change electives by themselves.

This is done so students can*t
The seventh grade, with the ex¬

ception of French, are the same, so seventh grade teachers are
supplied with their homerooms1 schedule of classes which the pupils
copy.
The principal believes that by his method of scheduling by
sections rather than by teacher, sections can be scheduled more
than once with their homeroom teacher.
To minimize his problems in ensuing years, the principal
attempts to use as much of the previous year*s schedule as possible.

COMMENTS:

The scheduling of the lynch School is done effectively

by the Principal.

He utilizes both the group and mosaic methods

in physically preparing the schedule.
He uses his best teachers to good advantage, and also tries
to schedule the homeroom students as often as possible with the
homeroom teacher.

This evidences thoughtful planning on his part.
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I feel that scheduling at any school is an individual problem
that must be worked out by the principal.

The principal of the

lynch School has worked out a good system for setting up a schedule
to meet their particular requirements.

/
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EXTRA CURRICULAR PROGRAM

Today the extra curricular program of a school is an essential
part of the total school program*

In fact the terra co-curricular

is becoming more prevalent , showing the importance that schools are
placing on their activity programs*
It is felt that students in the oftentimes rigid classroom
situation are not given the opportunity to assume leadership roles
or are not able to excel*

An all inclusive activity program

affords every student an opportunity to explore and broaden his
may interests and to gain recognition and assume leadership roles
in a more relaxed atmosphere.
Participation in the extra curricular program should be
encouraged to a great degree*

Students who evidence a need for

more socialization should be strongly urged to join at least one
activity.

However, the activity program should not be stressed to

the detriment of the students* classroom work.
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THE EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITY PROGRAM

of the
JOHN J. LYNCH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Total Enrollment
Grade

Boys

Girls

Total

7th
8th
9th

119
108
- 75
302

99
128
39
316

2X8
236
164
618

Number of Teachers who act as sponsors — 16
Sponsor
Mr. Hiersche
Physical Education

Activity

Number Participating

Varsity Basketball
J V Basketball

15
15

Varsity Baseball
J V* Baseball

15
15

Freshman Football

15

Intramural
Intramural
Intramural
Intramural

Basketball
Baseball
Football
Volleyball

160
190
160
160

Sport Representatives
Sport Night

20
200

Tumbling Club

70

Mrs* Damon
Women’s
Physical Education

Cheerleaders

8

Mr. Leary
Guidance

Audio-Visual Aids
Magazine Drive
I$mch Echo Staff

30
600
30

Mr. O’Brien

Senior Majorettes
Junior Majorettes
Dancing

30
20
625
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Sponsor

Activity

Number Participating

Mr. Purrington
Music
/

Halloween Program
Christmas Program
Operetta

Mis8 Shea
Algebra

Bridge Club

30

Miss Cramer
Cooking

Cafeteria

30

Mr. 0»Neil
Civics, Math.

Crossroads

20

Mis 8 Moriarty
General Science

Student Council

40

Mr. Thaute
Music Supervisor

Band

60

Mr. Thwing
Social Studies

Thrift Club

40

130
90
160

Miss Sullivan
Typing

National Jr. Honor Society
Hostesses

20
40

Miss Burkhardt
Librarian

Student Librarians

22

ACTIVITY PROGRAM AT JOHN J. LYNCH SCHOOL
NAME

Graduating Class of 19
SEVENTH GRADE
Audio-Visual Aids
Band
Basketball Team
Baseball Team
Cafeteria
Intramural Baseball
Intramural Basketball
Intramural Football
Junior Majorettes
Junior I Science Club

Magazine Drive
Radio Broadcast
Sports Representatives
Senior Majorettes
Student Council
Thrift Club
Tumbling Club
TV Broadcast
Volleyball

EIGHTH GRADE
Audio-Visual Aids
Band
Cafeteria Workers
Glee Club
Intramural Baseball
Intramural Basketball
Intramural Football
Magazine Drive
National Junior Honor Society
Radio Broadcast
NINTH
Audio Visual Aids
Band
Baseball
Basketball
Bridge Club
Cafeteria Workers
Cheerleaders
Class Officers
Crossroads
Debating Club
Freshman Football
Glee Club
Hostesses

.Senior Majorettes
. Sports Representatives
•.... Student Council
. Thrift Club
• •••• Tumbling Club
..... Varsity Baseball
.Varsity Basketball
.Varsity Football
• •••• Volleyball

(BADE
.lynch Echo Staff
••••• lynch Weekly Staff
.Magazine Drive
• • • • • Junior Majorettes
..... Senior Majorette®
..... National Junior Honor Society
. Radio Broadcast
. Sports Representatives
••••• Student Council
. Student Librarians
••••. Thrift Club
.Tumbling Club
••••. Volleyball

Nickname....

Hobbies

Future Plans...••••

..
Offices Held

-
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Extra Curricular Activities at the Lynch School.

All the

extra curricular activities, with the exception of the band and
dancing classes, are held after school.

Dancing classes are held

for 8th and 9th graders in their activity period during the week.
The instructor is paid for by the school department.

All students

are required to attend, for the administration feels that it is a
social grace that needs cultivation, and those students not wanting
to attend are probably those who need it the most.
Sponsorship is assigned administratively and according to
teacher preference.

However, the teachers know that the principal

is very much interested in the extra curricular activity program
and this undoubtedly has its effect on their volunteering for spon¬
sorship.

The ratio of administrative appointment to teacher volition

is U to 12.

The only pay received from extra curricular sponsorship

is $200.00 to the Physical Education teacher and to another teacher
assisting in the intramural sports program.

Sponsorship is not

necessarily correlated with their teaching area.
The extra curricular program is financed exclusively by the
annual magazine drive.

The drive this year was conducted by The

Education Reader Services Corporation under the direction of Mr.
Frank Dolan.

The drive is run almost entirely by the students.

Two business managers are appointed to head the drive.
usually 9th graders.

They are

Two auditors are appointed for each grade.

-
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while homeroom captains are either elected or appointed for each
homeroom*

A great deal of interest is generated in this drive and

the total number participating runs around 90^ of the total enroll¬
ment.

The administration feels that for some children, especially

those working after school, this is one of the few ways they can
participate in an extra curricular activity.

It further feels that

the business experience and training this gives the student is
invaluable experience, not only to those students in a leadership
position but even those selling the magazines door to door.
This year the magazine drive grossed approximately #7000.00
with a net profit of about $2500.00.

The Yearbook, athletic program,

and special programs and assemblies take most of the money.

It is

interesting to note that the Yearbook is given free of charge to
every student in the school and that students are not charged to
attend any home event, athletic or otherwise.
I would like to briefly describe a few selected activities of
the total program.
Intramural Athletics at the lynch School.
first, varsity athletics second.

Intramurals come

The intramural program uses the

facilites, then varsity practice takes place.
scorers, and referees for the program.

Students act as timers,

Sports Representatives, one

from each homeroom, are the policy makers for the intramural program.
Individual trophies are given out at an assembly program to each

-
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member of a championship team.
lynch Junior High participates in basketball and baseball on
the interscholastic level, while 9th graders are able to try out for
the Freshman Football team at Holyoke High School.

Emphasis is

placed on winning, but not to the extent that the basic educational
values derived from participation and competition are subjugated.
The administration encourages the interscholastic program, although
the City of Holyoke does not, for it believes the school spirit that
this generates helps the school as a whole, in addition to those who
compete.
Cafeteria Workers.

These students help the regular cafeteria

workers during lunch periods, doing administrative tasks such as
collecting money, and doing light work such as serving food.
Hostesses Club is a club made up of 9th grade girls who, after
every varsity athletic contest, serve refreshments to both teams and
**.

cheerleaders.

One of the objectives of the club is to create a

feeling of goodwill and comradeship after the oftentimes heated
competition that has occurred earlier.

COMMENTS:

The extra curricular program of the lynch School is one

of the finest programs I have seen.

The administration feels that

extra curricular activities contribute a great deal toward meeting

-
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the needs and interest of early adolescents.

It also feels very

strongly that the socialisation and leadership effects wrought by
these activities oftentimes contribute as much or more to the growth
and development of the student as the regular curriculum.
Participation, therefore, is encouraged to a great degree.

A

wide variety of activities is offered so that every student who
wishes to join an activity will be able to do so.

Here intramurals

are given the weight that is constantly striven for but seldom
attained.
The guidance counselors usually try to channel introvert type
students into some phase of the extra curricular program.

Certain

activities are restrictive by their nature, such as the interscho¬
lastic sports or the national honor society; while others are
administratively restrictive, such as the Hostess Club or the Student
Librarians.
The only adverse comment I have regarding the handling of the
extra curricular program is that there Is no control placed on the
number of activities a student can engage in.

In observing club

membership I believe that some students belong to too many clubs
and that the extra curricular program is being too strongly stressed,
probably to the detriment of their classroom work.
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ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS

The assembly has been a part of the school ever since organ¬
ized education began*

Today’s assembly program is an instrument

of learning wherein students help plan and participate in their
program*
Major emphasis is placed on the ideal of having each student
participate yearly in presenting an assembly program*

The best

way to achieve this objective is to split the student body up into
units and schedule each unit, often times a homeroom, for an as15
sambly*
Assembly Programs at the Lynch School*

The assembly program at

the lynch School is an important phase of school life*

The admin¬

istration believes that every student should participate in an
assembly program and be "on stage" at least once during his threeyear period*
Each homeroom is assigned to put on an assembly program*

For

the more difficult or more detailed assemblies two homerooms and
their teachers are assigned to present them*

For assemblies that

require special talents, such as the Christmas assembly, special
teachers, such as the music supervisor are assigned*

.

If you will

15

Graybeel and Morrison, "A Group Study on the School Assembly,"
School Activities, October, 1957, pp* 45-47*

-
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not© the assembly schedule, each month there are at least two
scheduled, sometimes three.

Open dates are purposely left in the

schedule so that special assemblies may be put on.
Special assemblies that have been put on at the lynch School
include such things as an operetta, magazine drive assembly, safety
assembly, career assembly, brotherhood assembly, and honor society
inductions.
The regularly scheduled homeroom assemblies usually feature
one-act plays with individual or group singing.

These plays do

not try to put a theme or moral across to the students; they are
strictly entertainment in nature.

They give to those students not

too dramatically inclined a chance to perform in front of the
student body.

Homerooms are free to decide the program they want

to put on; however, those homerooms assigned assemblies near holidays
are expected to have an appropriate theme.
The assemblies are almost entirely student run, with the excep¬
tion of announcements or acknowledgments at the end of the assembly
program by the teacher or principal.

Correct audience participation

is stressed as a part of the assembly program.

Many times the school

song is sung as an effective ending of an assembly program.
The administration in assigning teacher responsibility for the
programs has to be careful not to schedule the 9th grade teachers
at the beginning or end of the year.

At the beginning of the year
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the 9th grade teachers as a group are responsible for the Hallowe*en
program, while at the end of the year they are concerned with getting
ready for graduation.

The 3th graders are usually assigned to

prepare the assemblies at the beginning of the year.

The 7th graders

put on the assemblies at the end of the year after they are completely
adjusted to Junior High School life.
As far as how the assemblies are assigned to teachers within
grades the teachers are felt out personally by the principal or col¬
lectively at a Teachers* Meeting at the beginning of the year as to
who wanted what assemblies.

The previous year*s program is passed

out and the teachers decide if they want the same assembly program,
if it happens to be one with a special theme, or if they want to
change.

By discussion and sometimes by administrative assignment

the assemblies are all assigned.

The assembly program of the lynch

School follows—(next page).
As an explanation of the abbreviations used, take as an example
the first assembly, scheduled for October 11th, which appears as
"Oct, 11

2K

(Columbus)"

Note that it gives the teacher a months time to prepare the program.
The assembly is to be presented by Miss Keough* s 8th grade homeroom,
with a Columbus Day theme,

COMMENTS:

The assembly program at the lynch School certainly

-
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attains most of the objectives desired in such a program.

It suc¬

ceeds in getting a great amount of student participation and plan¬
ning in the program.

I doubt if very many students leave the lynch

School without having taken part in at least one assembly program.
The assembly program is an important and integrated part of the
total school program.

It is well planned in advance and teachers

are given a wide latitude and ample time to prepare their assembly
programs•
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Special Teacher Assignments

Miss DiPaoli
Mr. Hiersche

9- 4

12-16

Miss Leary
Miss Moriarty

9- 9

Miss Griffin
Miss Hogan

Assembly

Week of

H
1

Before School

4-21 t Oct. 11
16
s
t
23
5- 5 :
29
t

9-16

1-13

t
5-12 s Nov. 6
t
13
e

f

Miss Dunn
Kiee 0*Connor

9-23

Kiss Bach
Miss Burkhardt

9-30

1-20

•

t

Jks

1-27

5-26

10- 7

2- 3

6—2

Mr. Leary
Miss Sullivan

10-14

2-10

6-9

Mr. Mulvaney
Miss McHugh

10-21

10-28

Mr. Nolan
Mr. Donnelly

11- 4

Mr. Coughlin
MiS3 Ross

11-11

3- 3
3-10

3-17

11-13

Miss L. Shea
Mr. O'Neil

11-25

Miss H. Shea
Miss Daly

12- 2

3-24

6-16 «
s Feb.
•9
♦•
••

Jr.3 Teachers Miss B
& Mr. L (Hallo*re*en)

2B & 2Le Veterans* Day
St Education Week
20*C & 2Ly (Thanksgiving)
2E
2D
Mr. P, Miss Cr.& Miss Di
(Christmas)

3H.S.
2M.S.

30* N (Lincoln)
3G. (Washington)

3Mu

3M

9
9

•♦

t

:

♦•

4- 7

5
12
19

: Mar. 5
12
:
t
19
*
26

••

3-31
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